
                                        Synonym and Antonym Review          ____________________

1. Mrs. Corbett wanted to apologize for stepping on Josh's foot.  Which is a synonym for
apologize?
     0  say sorry
     0  talk back
     0  ask again
     0  walk forward

2. Everyone should donate blood at his or her local blood donation center.  Which is a 
synonym for the word local?
      0  new
      0  free
      0  large
      0  nearby

3. Students should wash their hands before eating to stay healthy.  Which is an antonym
for the word healthy?
       0  upset
       0  sickly
       0  curious
       0  awkward

4. Olivia found a genuine golden nugget in the river.  Which is a synonym for the word 
genuine?
       0  real
       0  clear
       0  small
       0  beautiful

5. Mr. Corbett likes to cook his famous chicken wings.  Which is an antonym for famous?
       0  popular
       0  yummy
       0  talented
       0  unknown

6. Timmy looked fondly at his little brother, Sam.  Which word is a synonym for fondly?
       0  fearfully
       0  lovingly
       0  angrily



7. Each of the paintings had unique qualities.  An antonym for the word unique is:
      0 old
      0 one of a kind
      0 similar
      0 beautiful

8. Noah caught a fish in the shallow stream.  An antonym for caught is:
       0  grabbed
       0  hooked
       0  released
       0  fed

9. Allie consumed three pancakes for breakfast this morning. A synonym for consumed 
is:
       0  ate
       0  cooked
       0  made
       0  refused

10. The little kid was making an obnoxious noise.  A synonym for the word obnoxious is:
       0  beautiful
       0  irritating
       0  funny
       0  soft

11. After pumping up the tire, Carter's bike still didn't function properly.  A synonym for
the word function is:
           0  zoom
           0  appear
           0  work
           0  reverse

12. Alana purchased a plane ticket to visit her aunt.  An antonym for purchased is:
          0  bought
          0  sold
          0  paid for
          0  lost
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